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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

From Soup to Nuts (The Missing Page): Part One
It was a dark and stormy night. In my attic bedroom, wrapped in an old, army surplus
blanket, I sat on the edge of my bed, watching the trees tossing in the frenzied lashing of
the wind. Behind the trees, clouds scudded frantically across the sky. Every few moments
the moon ripped through them, causing wraithlike shadows that raced across the
ground. The house shook…
I put down my Kindle and rubbed my eyes; I hadn’t been able to sleep. I was trying to read,
sitting there in the semidarkness––but something kept niggling in my mind. I knew I’d left
something out. You know the feeling…like a missing page from a story. It was something
about my “soup can” proof. Sure, I now knew all those old pi (π) equations were wrong,
but why? I went downstairs to the kitchen. I remember Sherlock played the violin to help
concentrate, but I decided to do what I always do when pondering a difficult problem: I went
to the fridge, proceeded to pour myself a tall, cool one (thank goodness the milkman still
delivers those glass bottles with the condensation on the sides), and sliced off a slab of
chocolate cake. Yeah, this was going to take some serious thought. Folding my arms on the
table, I rested my chin on them, and closed my eyes. Maybe if I thought of this another way…
R.Q.: “Up kinda late, aren’t you, Ellery? Another mystery novel in the works?
Don’t you ever get inspired when the sun’s shining?”
E.Q.: “Oh hi, Dad. No, just couldn’t sleep. Had this other problem I’m working on.”
R.Q. (pouring himself a glass of milk, grabbing a couple of Oreo cookies, and sitting down):
“Tell me about it, Son. Maybe I can help.”
E.Q.: “Well, Dad, things just don’t add up. You see this soup can? I cut the label off it earlier.
If I wrap the label around it, like so, the label fits exactly around the can.”
R.Q.: “And that’s what’s keeping you up, Son? Isn’t that the way it’s supposed to be?”
E.Q.: “Yeah, yeah. But what I’m talking about is area. I’ll show you what I mean…
(peeling the label back off the can) If I flatten the label on the table, like so––”
R.Q.: “I see. You have a rectangle…a rectangle equal to the exact area around the can.
Huh, so you’ve just transformed a circular area into a rectangle. Well, I’ll be.
Pretty uncanny. But if we’ve cracked The Case of the Soup Can, I’m going back to bed.”
E.Q.: “No, Dad, wait! I was just getting to the real problem.”
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R.Q. (sitting back down):“Okay, Ellery. I’m listening.”
E.Q.: “Amazing, how easy it is, isn’t it? The area around the can is equal to a rectangle.
So the soup can label is absolute proof that the equation for the exact area around a cylinder
is a simple calculation of length times width––the circumference times the height.”
R.Q.: “I’ll buy that.”
E.Q.: “But that’s just it. You remember those old pi equations from geometry class, Dad?”
R.Q.: “Vaguely. It’s been a long time since I sat in Mr. Gebra’s class––did I ever mention him
to you, Ellery?...Mr. Al Gebra? But, refresh my memory, Son.”
E.Q. (digging through the notes scattered on the kitchen table): “I have the old pi equation
for the area around a cylinder right here, somewhere. Ah, here it is!”

R.Q. (leaning closer): “Well, that’s certainly not a simple calculation of width times height.”
E.Q. (scratching his head): “Hmm, you see what I mean? Area equals two times the radius
times pi times the height? How odd: If two numbers multiplied equal a plane, and three
numbers multiplied equal a cubic volume, what on earth do four numbers multiplied equal?”
R.Q.: “You got me there, Son. So what you’re saying is…‘Something’s rotten in Denmark’.”
E.Q.: “Exactly! And besides the impossible geometry of multiplying four numbers to find
area, there’s the other problem staring me in the face:
On one hand, our soup can equation,
, equals the exact area around a cylinder.
On the other hand, as the value of pi (π) lies somewhere between 3.140 and 3.142,
the old pi equation will always be less than or greater than the area around a cylinder:
R.Q.: “I see…since something less than or greater than an area can’t be equal to an area––”
E.Q.: “That’s right, Dad! The old equation with pi can never equal our soup can equation of
the circumference times the height, nor the area around a cylinder!”
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R.Q.: “Well. Strange bedfellows, aren’t they––the old pi equation and your soup can proof?
I suppose the conclusion is: Never the twain shall meet. Out with the old; in with the new!”
E.Q. (pulling his bathrobe on a little tighter and tying the belt): “But now to what’s really
bothering me. Gee whiz, Dad, I can’t be the first person to wrap a label around a can!
And if it’s that easy to find the exact area around a cylinder (a simple calculation of width
times height), why was pi ever added to the mix? Where did the pi equation come from?”
R.Q.(looking stern): “Hmm, so you think a felony’s been committed by the people who wrote
the math equations? Should we get Sergeant Velie on the horn and throw their sorry butts
in jail? Wait! This could be just the tip of the iceberg. Maybe we’ve uncovered a crime
ring––a math conspiracy––a centuries-old secret pi society bent upon world domination
through bad math! ‘The Fellowship of Pi’!”
E.Q. (laughing):“That’s funny––world domination through bad math? Reminds me of the
election. But this is no joke, Dad. I’ll show you something else. Got it right here in my notes:
 Since two lengths of the radius, (2r ), is just the diameter (d ),
I can rewrite the old pi equation of
, as
.
 And as pi (π) is the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, ( ),
I can rewrite that equation as,

.

 Then, multiplying by one, I get back to our soup can equation, where the area around a
cylinder equals the length of the circumference times the height of the cylinder:”

R.Q.: “You’re stretching my IQ, Ellery. I think I get it; but spell it out.”
E.Q.: “Okay, Dad, bear with me. We’ve already proven our soup can equation,
,
equals the exact area around a cylinder and the old pi equation,
, doesn’t.”
R.Q. (taking another bite of cookie): “I’m with you, so far.”
E.Q.: “And as these two equations can never be equal, I shouldn’t be able to transform one
into the other. But as I’ve just demonstrated, by golly, I sure can!”
R.Q.: “Yeah, it makes absolutely no sense…which, of course, means it’s right up your alley.
So what’s happening?”
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E.Q.: “I don’t know, Dad. But if I compare the two equations, maybe I can figure it out.
Let’s see:
 Our new soup can equation has the circumference times the height:

 But the old pi equation has (

R.Q.:“So the old pi equation has (

) times the height:

) equal to the circumference of a circle!”

E.Q.: “Wild, isn’t it! And we know that can’t be true, because of the same old problem:
with the value of pi (π) lying somewhere between 3.140 and 3.142,

will always be less than or greater than––but never equal to––the circumference.”

R.Q.: “Whoa, there, tiger. You’re making me dizzy. So what’s the equation really saying?”
E.Q.(patiently understanding):“Don’t you see, Dad?
 With pi (π) unresolved (and
unresolved),
, is saying that is unresolved––
in other words, the length of the circumference is impossible to calculate or measure!”
R.Q. (chuckling):“That’s almost as far-fetched as one of your books. We already know the
length of the soup can label equals the circumference, and we can measure it exactly.”
E.Q. (rolling up a napkin and looking through it at his father): “Right, Dad: Any rectangle can
be rolled up into a cylinder. So, the old pi equation,
, is really saying it’s impossible
to measure or calculate the length of a side of any rectangle! So much for geometry, huh?”
R.Q.: “Ha! That’s ridiculous! And think of it, Ellery. If you can’t measure the circumference
of a circle, how could you ever calculate pi (π)––the circumference divided by the diameter,
( )––to begin with?” (They both laugh.)
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E.Q. (taking a bite of cake): “We should do this more often, Dad. This is kinda fun!”
R.Q.: “I agree, Son. So I guess our conclusion is:

, can never be true.”

E.Q.: “Righto, Dad. And now the weird part: As two times the radius,
diameter,
, I can rewrite
like this:

, is just the

Which is the same as:”
R.Q.:“Well, I’ll be darned.

, is just the old pi equation in disguise!”

E.Q.:“Slick, huh? And since we’ve already proven
that means the equation for pi,

can never be true,

, can’t be true, either!”

R.Q.: “Hmm, I’ve heard some wild ones before, but
If you replace pi (π) with the geometric dimensions

not valid? Wait a minute…
, now the equation is true,

.

So doesn’t that blow your theory about pi sky high?”
E.Q.: “Au contraire, mon père! That’s the proof! Without the algebraic symbol pi (π),
the geometric equation is true!”
R.Q. (dunking a cookie in his glass of milk and taking a bite): “So what are you saying, Son?”
E.Q.: “Just this: We know that dividing a circle’s circumference by its diameter never equals
anything, exactly––the result lies somewhere between 3.140 and 3.142:

And as the ratio of

never resolves, and any equation with

all we can say for certain is that

will never resolve, either…

equals itself!”

R.Q.(chuckling):“I see. So why say pi (π) equals

? It certainly doesn’t help resolve

.”

E.Q.: “Exactly! When I divide the circumference by the diameter, I don’t get a Greek letter.
So why call ‘something’ something else? Of course! Pi (π) is all about introducing algebra
into geometry! And if you look at pi (π) as a symbol of algebra––
The equation

is really saying
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!”

R.Q.: “Ha! And we know algebra doesn’t equal geometry. Good job, Son: You’ve saved the
world from pi (π)! Imagine, creating an equation that doesn’t equal anything,

,

just to get algebra into geometry! Only one thing: I can see that replacing the symbol pi (π)
with the geometric dimensions of

, makes an equation true. But isn’t removing algebra

from geometry taking a giant step backwards?”
E.Q.: “Maybe it’s the opposite, Dad. We’ve always been taught that knowledge is evolving,
progressing––never regressing. But what if pi (π) were the reverse? Think about it.
The concept of the area around a cylinder being equal to a rectangle is so simple, we
couldn’t possibly be the first ones to have figured it out. Any rectangular paper, soup can
label, napkin, T.P., papyrus scroll, bark from around tree, etc. can be rolled into a cylinder––
It’s so easy a caveman can do it! So just suppose, way back when, mathematicians had an
equation for calculating the precise area around a cylinder. But then someone came along
with the bright idea to add pi (π) to the mix and messed everything up!”
R.Q.: “Ancient mathematicians in animal skins carrying slide rules fashioned from flint?
Fun image, Son. But seriously, as

never resolves, and the symbol pi (π) doesn’t equal

anything, how could anyone put either the ratio

or pi (π) into an equation at all?”

E.Q.: “Well, I can see how it could’ve been done: Starting with the equation,
the circumference (C ) is already there, so you’d just have to add the diameter (d ):
 As the diameter divided by itself equals one

,

,

 If I multiply our equation by one, that gives me,
.


And as the diameter equals two times the radius, I can replace (d ) with (2r ), like so:
.

 Then all I need to do is replace

with the symbol pi (π) and, Voilà!

I get the old pi equation for the area around a cylinder,
R.Q.: “Looks convincing, except for one thing: to get
you just broke the number one law of algebra!”
E.Q.: “What do you mean, Dad?”
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and pi (π) into the equation,

R.Q.: “Well, remember the ol’ Multiplicative Identity Property of algebra: when you multiply
something by one, you get that same something? Here, when you multiplied by one, you got
something else: you unlawfully added the dimension of the diameter to the equation!”
E.Q. (taking a bite of cake and washing it down with a swig of milk):“By gosh, you’re right!
Besides that, look at the resultant equation:
Two times the radius times pi times the height? Multiplying four numbers (instead of two)
to find area? I just broke Euclid’s laws of geometry, too!” (Both laugh.)
R.Q.: “Just to be sure, let’s check those two rules out. Got your phone?”
E.Q.( pulling his smartphone out of his bathrobe pocket): “Good idea, Dad. Let’s see:
 The Multiplicative Identity Property of Algebra…
multiplying by one always preserves the identity of what’s being multiplied:

Now, on to Euclid’s rules of geometry:
 When two numbers having multiplied one another make some number, the number so
produced is called plane, and its sides are the numbers which have multiplied one
another.”
R.Q.: “Hmm, multiplying by one in algebra always results in the same something,
whereas multiplying by one in geometry changes the dimension and results in something
else (a plane). How about that: algebra has a Multiplicative Identity Property and geometry
doesn’t! So there’s no way on God’s green earth these two rules can ever go together!”
E.Q.: “How ironic! All this time, mathematicians have been working at cross-purposes:
trying to combine algebra and geometry, yet the rules are written so they can never be
combined! (jumping up excitedly) Holy Pythagoras! You know what we’ve just proven, Dad?

As the rules of math don’t allow combining algebra and geometry,
every equation that combines algebra and geometry is false!”
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R.Q.: “I know you’re excited, but sit back down, Son. We don’t want to wake the neighbors.”
E.Q.: “Okay, Dad. I’ll stifle the urge to doff my jammies and streak around the block stark
naked, shouting Eureka! But think about it. This is math the way it should be! We’ve just
changed math forever! Imagine all the false equations out there! They’ll have to hire
Pulitzer (you know the guy examining those fraudulent ballots from the election) to separate
the wheat from the chaff––to weed out the good ‘ones’ from the baduns. Holy Smokes!
They’ll have to hire an army of mathematicians to go through all the equations of algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, calculus, physics, quantum mechanics, relativity––to separate the
geometry from the algebra to make the math true! Man, what a horrendous task that’ll be!
And then they’ll have to write a whole new book of math!”
R.Q.(dunking his cookie): “True. Separating algebra from geometry would sure get rid of a
boatload of bad math. And first off the boat––the first to walk the plank––should be pi (π)!”
E.Q.: “Right, Dad. Pi (π) should be the first to go to Davy Jones’ locker. And now we have
the proof! Algebra has a Multiplicative Identity Property and geometry doesn’t. So as the
rules of math don’t allow the use of geometry and algebra in the same equation:
 Geometry can never equal algebra:

 And the geometric ratio of the circumference to the diameter,

, can never be set

equal to the algebraic symbol pi (π):”

R.Q.: “Looks like you found your way out of the labyrinth, Son.”
E.Q.: “Yep, Pops, we just vanquished that mythical, hybrid beast with the head of geometry
and hind end of algebra! But one mystery remains…
Where did that dastardly, hideous math monster,

, come from to begin with?”

R.Q.: “Haven’t the foggiest. Let’s try Googling it.”
E.Q.(picking up his smartphone from the table):“Okey dokey, Dad.”
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